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Bonewits's Essential Guide to Druidism 2006 the most renowned druid priest in north america
isaac bonewits has spent the last four decades devoted to druidic study now he imparts his wisdom
through this elegant and thoughtful tour of ancient and modern druidism with impeccable
scholarship bonewits explores the druids archeology and mythology and helps to demystify their
rituals and prayers
Druidism 2018-05-06 there is perhaps no other group of people who roamed the earth who are as
enigmatic as the druids were druids have been a mystery that continues to slowly unravel and
reveal itself as the discipline is learnt by the ovate there is more knowledge of today s modern
druids than there is about the ancient druids of when the world was younger information
available about the druids of yore is second hand information by some of the scholarly writers of
before this book will guide you about the basic concepts of druidism the process of this ancient
religious system the druid gods and how you can incorporate it in your daily life to carve your
own path druid overview basics concepts of druidism druid gods history of druidism the inner and
outer path works druid festivals and more
Druids 1999 an introduction to the world of the nature and sun worshipping group the druids
written by a druidess it discusses the teachings and beliefs of druidry covering such aspects as
cermony and ritual gods and goddesses and life death and rebirth



The Book of Hedge Druidry 2019-07-08 experience the mystery and magic of contemporary
druidry the book of hedge druidry is for those who feel called to explore a powerful earth based
spirituality rooted in celtic lore with hands on practices as well as fascinating perspectives on what
it means to be a druid this book walks you through the magic of the liminal realm and helps you
fill your own cauldron of inspiration longtime druid joanna van der hoeven guides you in creating
an altar and crafting rituals based on the wheel of the year and important life passages you will
discover enchanting moon rites and ideas for daily practice as well as insights for working with
herbs spells and the ogham alphabet when you step onto the hedge druid s path you learn to work
with the in betweeen places straddling the boundary between this world and the next and
developing profound relationships with ancestors goddesses gods spirits of place and the fair folk
druidry is a powerful tradition that evokes the mystical spirit of times past this comprehensive
guide to solitary druidry will connect you to a higher wisdom for the benefit of all
Hedge Witchcraft and Druidry 2023-09-18 two manuscripts in one book hedge witchcraft a
solitary witch s guide to divination spellcraft celtic paganism rituals and folk magic hedge druidry
the ultimate guide to druidism animism druid magic celtic spellcraft ogham and rituals of solitary
druids with the first part of this book as your starting point you will come to understand the
essence of hedge witchcraft and develop a profound respect for it with the knowledge in this book



you will achieve amazing results that will change your life forever if you have always been
curious about the world of druidry and hedge druidry in particular you ve come to the right place
this comprehensive guide will take you on a spiritual and magical journey like no other it will
teach you everything you need to know about druidry and how to practice it even when there
are no other druids around you in this book you will discover what hedge witchcraft is all about
learn how the mindset of a hedge witch is different from others discover the deities you can call
upon for assistance in your spells and rituals uncover the fascinating link between this form of
witchcraft and celtic lore step into the otherworld with the powerful practice of hedge riding
learn about your spiritual team of protectors and guides and how you can enlist their help in all
your affairs understand what druidry is and what it means to be a hedge druid become a druid by
being intentional in your thinking and at one with nature learn how to tap into the awen for
infinite inspiration discover the beliefs of the first druids find out how to connect with nature
meditate and create an altar break through to the astral plane and travel when you are there and
much much more
Druid Mysteries 2011-04-20 in this beautifully written guide chief druid philip carr gomm shows
how the way of druids can be followed today he explains the ancient history and inspiring beliefs
of the ancient druids druidic wild wisdom and their tree animal and herb lore the mysteries of



the druids seasonal celebrations the druids use of magic and how their spirituality relates to paths
such as wicca this guide will show how the wild wisdom of the druids can help us to connect
with our spirituality our innate creativity the natural world and our sense of ancestry the life
enhancing beliefs and practices of this spiritual path have much to offer our 21st century world
Druids 2016-03-14 druids draw their inspiration from the world of nature in the rich source of
teaching in the myths and legends of their ancestral tradition it is said that druidry provides a
means of personal and planetary healing can help you get in touch with your roots a beginners
guide to druids is an approachable introduction to the fascinating world of druids this guide looks at
the various teachings and beliefs of druidry today this book covers such aspects as ceremony and
ritual gods and goddesses life death and rebirth to help you develop a deeper understanding of
how you can weave druidry into your everyday life practice sections enable you to consolidate
your understanding of the belief systems and help bring the ideas alive
The Path of Druidry 2011-08-08 listen to the call of spirit and seek truth in wild groves the
shifting seasons and the beauty of the old ways discover how to embark on this sacred green path
and enrich your life with its ancient wisdom practicing druid penny billington offers a clear and
structured course of study grounded in celtic history and mythology and highlights the mysteries
and modern practice of this nature based tradition each chapter begins with an evocative



visualization and captivating welsh mythic tales from the mabinogionare woven throughout
introducing lessons and key concepts a series of hands on exercises will help you internalize these
truths develop a spiritual awareness rooted in nature build a relationship with the multi
dimensional world and ultimately adopt a druidic worldview to guide you in everyday life
archetypes animal energy the elements the nwyfre symbols the wheel of the year the
otherworld trees as teachers and healers shapeshifting from joining a druidic community to
starting out as a solitary practitioner this unique spiritual guide offers advice on everything you
need to know about practicing druidry today praise i loved this rich and intuitive approach to the
study of modern druidry penny s book is full of wisdom and insight the comprehensive course is
accompanied by beautiful visualizations and carefully crafted inspirational exercises barbara erskine
bestselling author of lady of hay
Druidry Handbook 2021-04-01 the classic guide to living a spiritual life rooted in celtic antiquity
and revived to meet the challenges of contemporary life druidry offers people a path of harmony
through reconnection with the green earth the druidry handbook is the first hands on manual of
traditional british druid practice that explores the sun path of seasonal celebration the moon path of
meditation and the earth path of living in harmony with nature as tools for crafting an earth
honoring life here and now from ritual and meditation to nature awareness and ecological action



john michael greer opens the door to a spirituality rooted in the living earth featuring a mix of
philosophy rituals spiritual practice and lifestyle issues the druidry handbook is an essential guide
for those seriously interested in practicing a traditional form of druidry it offers equal value to
eclectics and solitary practitioners eager to incorporate more earth based spirituality into their own
belief system
Pagan Portals: The Crane Bag 2017-07-28 an introduction to the ritual tools and practices found in
the druid tradition held deeply within celtic mythology the crane bag is both a symbol of
sovereignty as well as an item containing the ritual tools of the druid with the proper use it can
further the druid in working with the tides of nature finding his or her own place in the
environment living in balance harmony and peace in ritual these tools and practices can guide one
to deeper levels of meaning and understanding within the tradition helping the druid on his or
her journey through life and towards integration with the natural world
Celtic Mysticism 2023-05-30 with the beautifully illustrated beginner s guide celtic mysticism
access the history of celtic traditions by engaging in the mystical practices key concepts figures
and legends
Druidry: A Practical & Inspirational Guide 2023-08 the druid course is the third in the new order
of druids grove of dana college this course focuses more on the religious aspects of druidism with



the aim of putting celtic ritual in practice topics include the concept of paganism celtic religion and
what we know about it deities ancestors and spirits of the land along with a list of various celtic
gods and goddesses setting up your hearth or shrine how to create a ritual along with examples of
rituals and a personal ritual creation worksheet the celtic calendar divination and a guide to the
celtic ogham
DRUID COURSE 2016-10-24 a thorough explanation of celtic history and beliefs is followed by an
analysis of their view and its modern relevance after all it s the religion we all used to follow in
the west massively comprehensive but very accessible all students of religion and serious seekers
will find this definitive guide to what druid means and how to be one today
The Veil of Isis, Or, The Mysteries of the Druids 1861 druidism evolved out of the tribal cultures
of britain ireland and western france over two thousand years ago in the seventeenth century it
experienced a revival which has continued to this day contemporary druids can now be found all
over the world and druidry s appeal lies in its focus on a reverence for the natural world a belief
in the value of personal creativity and of developing a sense of communion with the powers of
nature and the spirit druidry s startling recent growth lies in its broad appeal some treat it as a
philosophy others as a religion still others as a path of self development druids can be pagan or can
be followers of other faiths and a druid ceremony might include christian and buddhist druids



alongside pagan and wiccan druids philip carr gomm explains the practical value of following
druidism today and examines its core beliefs and relevance to the contemporary issues that face us
all
Way of the Druid 2005 discover the hidden beauty in the druid lifestyle and how it can bring
peace and contentment to your life have you ever awakened and you re already tired just from
thinking about your daily routine are you ready to learn how to improve your life do you want to
make your time here have more meaning if you answered yes to even one of these then you
have found the right book modern druidry is not about dancing around stonehenge in flowing
white robes chanting strange rituals it s about respecting nature and living life free of stress strain
and worry if this sounds like what you have been searching for you have come to the right place
in this book you will discover everything you want to know about both ancient and modern
druidry learn all the key elements you need to practice druidry on your own explore the many
gods and goddesses of druidry discover druid festivals and ceremonies learn how to use druid
prayer and meditation uncover an entire chapter on druid rites and rituals see examples of the
tree alphabet uncover the power of herbs and what they can do for you read about the steps
needed to practice druidry and divination learn more about ogham divination discover different
layouts and methods of druid tarot throughout the book you will find easy to understand step by



step instructions on how to set up your own prayer and ritual space prayers you can follow or
rewrite to suit your own purposes rites and rituals tarot card spreads and much more now is the
time to start living your life to your fullest potential click on the add to cart button to get your
copy of this book and get started on a journey you will never forget
American Druidism 1995-07-01 a guide to the history and practices of the druids and the celtic
faith reconstructs the druidic faith from surviving remnants parallels with other indo european
traditions and dedicated study of scholarly sources details magical rites and ceremonies methods for
consecrating an outdoor temple and customs for celebrating important festivals such as beltaine and
samhain discusses rules for firecraft making offerings to deities and spirits and the ancient coligny
calendar including the names of the months in old gaulish druids and their magic lore and rituals
have fascinated all those who encounter them from the ancient greeks and romans onward even
today the mere mention of their name evokes pictures of standing stones mistletoe golden sickles
white robed priests and powerful sorcerers but were they really as we picture them drawing on
comparative mythology and linguistics archaeological evidence and etymology teresa cross offers
readers a comprehensive course in the history and development of the celtic spiritual tradition and
its lore reconstructing the druidic faith from the remnants that have survived and dedicated study
of scholarly sources she also reveals parallels with other indo european traditions such as the



similarities between celtic and vedic hindu beliefs and practices she chronicles the ethics and
spiritual teachings of druidism and the celtic faith and examines what happened to these beliefs
during centuries of christianization moving from history to practice cross details magical rites and
ceremonies as practiced by modern day followers of druidactos she explores the structure of the
touta which roughly corresponds to tribe methods for consecrating a nemeton the outdoor temple
that offers the optimum sacred space for the meeting of heaven and earth and the rites and
customs associated with important festivals such as beltaine and samhain she also explores the rules
of firecraft the sacred art of giving to the cosmos making offerings to deities and spirits sacred food
and beverages and the ancient coligny calendar including the names of the months in old gaulish
offering an authentic handbook for starting your own celtic group led by druids cross reveals the
meanings and metaphysics behind the celtic and druidic customs and traditions reuniting the
fragmentary remains of long lost druid culture with the still living practices of the celtic faith
What Do Druids Believe? 2013-12-05 a complete guide to the techniques of the pre celtic druids
for understanding the past present and future offers step by step instructions for a wealth of
practices passed down across five generations of welsh druids explains the three forms of
divination used by the druids interpretive divination such as reading the sevens inductive
divination such as reading the wind or smoke and intuitive divination whose tools include cup



stones and scrying mirrors provides comprehensive instructions on how to craft and utilize your
own magical instruments and tools including botanical compounds scrying wands and slate
speculum vitae in this practical guide jon g hughes shares ancient secret druidic techniques of
divination passed down to him across five generations in an unbroken lineage of influential welsh
druids hughes explains the three forms of divination used by his tradition interpretive divination
used by readers of the sevens small staves with engraved sigils inductive divination which
includes instructions for reading the wind reading smoke and divination using water and
intuitive divination whose tools includes cup stones and slate mirrors for scrying providing step
by step instructions for practices in each of the three forms he offers a wealth of divinatory
techniques and explains how to access the altered states of consciousness necessary to read time
backward and forward he also explores the crafting and use of all tools and mixtures the reader
will need to perform each type of divination including botanical compounds scrying wands and a
slate speculum vitae the mirror of life he reveals how the prime function of divination in this
school of druidic lore is to gain insight into past present and future events through a process of
internalizing them akin to empathy and then interpreting them by providing an understanding
of pre celtic beliefs and clear instructions for druidic practices hughes offers each of us the
opportunity to begin our own practical experimentation and journey of discovery into the ancient



art of druidic divination
Druidry 2021-03-17 the druid tradition lies at the heart of western spirituality and today it is
experiencing a renaissance unprecedented in its long history the druids like the native americans
and aborigines revere and respect the earth they see nature as their teacher and mother today
druidry offers a spiritual way that includes an understanding of healing creativity and the need to
place our love for the land at the centre of our lives drawn together in this collection are
contributions from druid chiefs from britain france and america together with writers and mystics
healers and psychologists professors and historians which express the excitement and breadth of
the modern druid renaissance this book is a celebration of the flowering of a tradition that is
ancient yet ever new
Secrets of the Druids 2020-11-17 covering the basics of celtic shamanism with reference to
traditional lore and source materials through the lens of both ancient and modern druidry and
shamanic practice the druid shaman is a well rounded guide showing the seamless cross over
between druidry and shamanism in the celtic tradition it covers topics such as how to attain and
work with guides and allies understanding the spirit realm and interaction with spirits of all kinds
accessing powers of place traveling the world tree and working with the seven directions and
exploring and navigating within the celtic otherworld with practical techniques exercises and



core skills the druid shaman can be used as a practical manual as well as a valuable resource for
practicing shamans and druids as well as those new to the subject
The Druidic Art of Divination 2020-06-16 from norse paganism to druidry to celtic shamanism the
ancient pagan religions offer many ways for spiritual growth and the evolution of one s magical
practices
The Druid Renaissance 1996 a book of conversations with prominent druids from across britain the
usa and other countries whose voices describe the basic beliefs practices and struggles of the
emerging druid faith conducted in person and online in the late 20th century these collected
conversations provide a historic window into the movers and shakers of the modern druid world
Shaman Pathways - The Druid Shaman 2014-01-01 a step by step guide to the ancient tradition of
sex magic as practiced by generations of celtic druids details a wide range of sex magic rituals that
may be used by couples groups and solitary practitioners explains how to channel intensify and
project your sexual energy for magical purposes provides instructions for crafting the necessary
ritual tools including wands chalices cauldrons and attire and for brewing the potions that
accompany these rites one of the druid s most powerful tools sex magic harnesses and projects the
immense natural energy produced by orgasm to liberate your consciousness from everyday
awareness and influence reality at will with more than 50 years in the druidic tradition jon



hughes reveals the fundamentals of celtic sex magic passed down secretly from generation to
generation he explains how to channel intensify and project your sexual energy for magical
purposes and offers authentic instructions for a wide range of sex magic rituals that may be used
by couples groups and solitary practitioners in addition to the steps of preparation and closure for
each ritual he describes the workings of the 9 stages of the sex magic ritual awakening
augmentation intensification quickening orgasm and projection continuance relaxation scattering
and gift hughes provides detailed instructions for crafting and consecrating the necessary ritual
tools including wands chalices and cauldrons and for brewing the potions that accompany these
rites he also explores the power of emotion and intention in these sacred rituals providing a
complete guide to this ancient path of empowerment and magic
Paganism and Celtic Shamanism 2023-05-31 this is a comprehensive study of the druids from their
earliest history to the present day renaissance written by a former chosen chief of the order of
bards ovates and druids this is a definitive account of the history and practice of druidry their
principal deities their myths their wisdom and their social organization
A Legacy of Druids 2016-04-29 the teachings of zen buddhism combined with the earth based
tradition of druidry can create a holistic way of life that is deeply integrated with the seasons the
environment and the present moment in soul deep relationship we can use the techniques and



wisdom from both traditions to find balance and harmony within our own lives in this text we
explore the concepts of the dharma the buddha s teachings and how they relate to the wisdom of
the druid tradition we also look at the wheel of the year in modern druidry with regards to the
dharma incorporating the teachings into every seasonal festival in an all encompassing celebration
of nature we explore meditation mindfulness animism and integration with nature learning how
to find sustainable relationship in the work that we do opening our souls to the here and now and
seeing the beauty and wonder that enchants our lives in every waking moment step into a new
life fully awake and aware to the beauty of the natural world
Sexual Practices of the Druids 2013-09-21 druidry is a wonderful spiritually fulfilling life path
through the magic that is druidry we build deep and abiding relationships with the natural world
around us and through our connection to the natural environment we walk a path of truth honour
and service we aim to immerse ourselves in the present moment in the present environment in
order to share in the blessing that is the cycle of life throughout the ages people have withdrawn
from the world in order to connect more fully with it this book is an introductory guide for those
who wish to walk the druid path alone for however long a time it is about exploration and
connection with the natural world and finding our place within it it covers the basics of druidry
and how when applied to the everyday life enriches it with a sense of beauty magic and mystery



this book is for those people who feel called to seek their own path to use their wit and
intelligence compassion and honour to create their own tradition within druidry
The Book of Druidry 2009-03-09 the ultimate book of druidism for the 21st century collected
writings and research spanning a quarter of a century culminated together for the most complete
guide reference and curriculum for a spiritual mystical and magical legacy of legendary renown
that speaks relevantly to present times and will carry human evolution into the future
Zen for Druids 2016-10-28 the druids believed in books more ancient than the flood they styled
them the books of pheryllt and the writings of hu ignatius donnelly atlantis where the druids are
concerned hundreds of years of diverse academic and philosophical debate await the seeker on
their look back it is now even more controversial to speak of the pheryllt in neodruid circles
supposed rings of open minds that remain closed in reality for two decades a modern movement of
neodruids influenced by modern pheryllt druidism have become bystanders amidst the
unbreakable schism alleged authorities on druidry raise one hand screaming how these documents
supporting an ancient welsh bardic druid and pheryllt tradition are a hoax but with the other
hand they borrow from these same sources for their own purposes many antiquated scholarly
references to books of pheryllt and the pheryllt themselves may be found by a diligent seeker
some of which are included or paraphrased within this very book the authentic premise guiding



the modern pheryllt druid tradition is the remaining works that do exist from the welsh ms
society and the continuing efforts of the national welsh eisteddfodd in preserving the bardic
tradition in ancient keltia the druid order consisted of learned men those educated in bardic arts
cosmology native history legendary history of heroes and spirituality penal laws and punishments
geography healing botanical medicine astronomy astrology and magic it is no wonder the bard is
viewed as transmitter or catalyst of awen the essence divine spark or spirit of inspiration that the
greeks termed gnosis it is to the ebb and flow of the awen field that the poetic genius of bards is
attributed so ceridwen took to the crafts of the book of pheryllt to boil a cauldron of awen from the
hanes taliesen peniarth ms we have been given little in classical literature or even antiquarian
druidism to satisfy hunger for pheryllt pronounced fair ee llt or vair ult research and even less to
support an indepth critique of their founder a figure named pharaon translated by some scholars to
mean higher powers perhaps it is druid craft to call down higher powers to conjure inspiration
and magic perhaps that is what ceridwen is doing in the famous reference above in either case it
has spawned an entire branch of modern druid methodology and a natural universalist philosophy
even if only in spirit
Pagan Portals - The Awen Alone 2014-11-28 druidism the ancient shamanic religion of britain is
experiencing a major revival there and in america this book is both a complete description of the



druid way as well as a fascinating tour of the major druid sites ruins and power places includes
specific suggestions for bringing this ancient wisdom tradition into our own lives and activities
The History and Origins of Druidism 1971 authentic druidism come venture into the deepest folds
of the green world enter the sacred grove and initiate yourself to the greatest celtic mystery
tradition the wisdom of the druids discovering true druidic wisdom of these ancient legendary
woodland mystics has never been clearer for our times drawing upon over two decades
experience in the neodruidic community joshua free s original underground masterpiece returns
to life newly revised and expanded for this amazing 20th anniversary presentation joshua free s
druid s handbook is a superior addition to any modern druid s library as part of a planned reissue of
the author s classic trilogy of materials including the newly released draconomicon providing a
new vision with unparalleled clarity for modern druidry world renown occultist and mystic
joshua free explores the magic and deep teachings of druidic lore including core doctrines and
codes triad teachings of the bards natural philosophy the construction of ritual tools and
performance of ceremonial magic involving the elements trees and forces of nature all of which is
presented in honor of the true spirit of authentic druidism whether you are new to druidry or
simply looking to refresh your own practices this concise expertly written and beautifully
presented guide to the ancient mysteries is sure to reenchant your everyday life with the



wisdom of the druids
Irish Druids and Old Irish Religions 1894 the book of pheryllt edited by joshua free is a realization
of legendary proportions delivering the virtually impossible a complete collection of esoteric
pheryllt fragments scattered across history into a single coherent source now accessible to all
modern druid practitioners for the first time ever for decades the public has sought access to
teachings based on the famous and rare never before published 16th century welsh manuscript
entitled the book of pheryllt and now what the world has been waiting for has arrived come
drink deeply from the wisdom of authentic celtic druidism brewed at the cauldron of awen
wherein lies unknown depths and heights of true mystic initiation travel far along hidden
wooded paths of the enchanted forest using the book of pheryllt as your guide and discover the
ancient storehouse of nature s mysteries from the original druidic database of universal knowledge
Merlyn's Complete Book of Druidism 2020-03-31 acclaimed author and archdruid john michael
greer provides an in depth beginner s guide to druidry a modern tradition of nature spirituality
with ancient roots in celtic traditions although we know little about the ancient druids their
reputation for wisdom and harmony with nature lives on today druidry is a vibrant diverse
movement with groups and practitioners on every continent but antarctica spiritual rather than
religious more an attitude than an ideology it can be embraced by people from different faiths and



backgrounds archdruid john michael greer explores the history and basics of druidry how to
perform druidic rituals meditation and divination elements of the lifestyle and advice for placing
less of a burden on the earth includes a simple self initiation ritual for starting on the druid path as
well as exercises to help you tap into the elements and learn to pay attention to the natural world
Pheryllt 2014-11-27 a complete introductory course in celtic druidism packaged within the
framework of 21 authentic and expanded story lessons cover
The Druid Way 2006-01-01 more than 60 pagan leaders and teachers describe in their own words
what they believe and what they practice addresses how pagans view parenting organized
religion and politics introduces the wide range of possibilities within the neo pagan movement by
ellen evert hopman author of a druid s herbal for the sacred earth year walking the world in
wonder a children s herbal and tree medicine tree magic who are the pagans and what do they
stand for why would some of the members of the best educated most materially comfortable
generation of americans look back to mystical traditions many millennia old during the last few
decades millions of people have embraced ancient philosophies that honor earth and the spiritual
power of each individual ways of worship from sources as diverse as the pre christian celts ancient
egypt and native american traditions are currently helping their followers find meaning in life
while living in the information age in this book pagan leaders and teachers describe in their own



words what they believe and what they practice from margot adler an npr reporter and author of
drawing down the moon to isaac bonewits archdruid and founder of a modern neo druidic
organization those interviewed in this book express the rich diversity of modern paganism
hopman s insightful questions draw on her own experiences as a pagan and druid as well as on her
extensive research with coauthor lawrence bond she examines how pagans address such issues as
parenting organized religion and politics the resulting dialogues illuminate the modern pagan
revival
The Druid's Handbook 2019-07-31 well documented summary of druidic culture offers a detailed
account of the racial history prehistory and social atmosphere of this early gallic and british
civilization the amply illustrated text considers many theories of the origin of druidism its temples
and religious practices and its early mention by greek and roman writers
The Book of Pheryllt: A Complete Druid Source Book 2018-12-22
The Druid Path 2022-03-01
Druidism 1974
The 21 Lessons of Merlyn 2002-02
Being a Pagan 2001-11-01
Druids and Druidism 2003-01-01
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